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Nordic Alpha Partners unique Value Creation Model 

Nordic Alpha Partners was founded on a philosophy to create a new fund concept, that would be: 

a. So compelling and value creating, that it would be able to attract successful founders and company owners, not actively looking for capital or 

investors 

b. While being conceptualized, methodical and data driven to an extend that will allow the fund to successfully scale and expand internationally, 

significantly faster than what is typical possible. 

To service this philosophy, we have developed a unique Value Creation Model, that consists of 4 fundamental pillars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dedicated Value Creation Partners 

We are so committed to adding and driving value within our  

investments that 2 out of 5 partners are fully committed  

only to this task. It is our philosophy that this dedication  

fosters a tighter partnership and accelerated growth,  

as it allows us to provide our investments with  

real-time sparring on challenges and opportunities,  

faster capital injections and rapid deployment  

of the full “Value Creation Model” framework. 

As a minority investor, we build our  

investments around the management team  

and are therefore very conscious about the risk  

of de-focus or dilution of continued value contribution.  

We provide our investments with a “buffet” of SWAT  

Resources and Business Services offering rapid support by  

means of “best in class” Growth Services or interim/fulltime  

specialist or advisory capacities, enabling them to go further  

and faster while staying focused. 

SWAT & Growth Services Toolbox 

Strategy Modelling Toolbox 

Whether a company has the perfect strategy or is unclear about  
its international growth plans, NAP has built an extensive  

strategy and business operations toolbox to help  
structure its business and growth acceleration.  

This toolbox ensures maximum day-to-day  
alignment, strategic focus, operational  

efficiency and establishes a common  
language between the company  

and NAP. 

Defining the best and most optimal long-term  

strategy is always difficult, which is why we have  

developed a unique approach to structuring our  

capital injections via the testing of multiple parallel  

growth trajectories. This approach enables accelerated  

investments and rapid strategy corrections, based on  

real-time market data, resulting in a de-risked, more  

effective and focused growth journey. 

 

Hypothesis Based Growth Acceleration  


